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Charlie Finch, my grandfather, at Millaa Millaa with his bullock team and the biggest log to go through the Cairns Railway tunnels.
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Queensland Finches
In 1924, twenty-year-old Charles Victor Finch moved from New South Wales to
Queensland, following his sister Lilian Alexandria who was about to be married in the
Atherton Tablelands.
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Charlie Finch & May Hester Belson

P

op Finch always wore an old weather-and-time-abused
brown felt hat. Damp with sweat, its top would flap
open as if a tin opener had taken to it. His black gum
boots were absolutely forbidden for use by grand-children
because he always said that the only healthy thing about him
were his feet. In my memory, Pop Finch is still striding off to
the shed, even though it was blown to pieces by a direct
lightning strike in 1969. Jeepie is still waiting there. The
WWII American army jeep he bought at Coolmoon Creek,
during a timber cutting contract, needed careful coaxing to
start and nerves of steel to stop, being purchased at a time
when no-one minded much about luxuries like brakes. Pop is
still striding through waves of mist that wash in on the
promise of sunshine, heralding a break from the perpetual rain.
These are magical memories of my paternal grandfather.

imbedded in the stump at the woodheap where she and Pop
split hardwood timber for kindling. Smoke rose into a white
sky behind her, forming a dancing spectre that wafted above a
corrugated-iron-clad shed. It was their home, devoid of
electricity or hot water for showers or laundry. Grandma,
smelling of Johnson’s talcum powder, always had an exuberant
welcome ready for her guests.

Grandma, with her peaches and cream complexion pleated into
rows of wrinkles and her fine strawberry-blonde hair subdued
with dozens of long, black, hair pins and a spidery hair net, was
always in kharki twill Bib-and-Braces overalls. They moulded
her short, plump body into a perfect figure of eight. She tripped
lightly through the dewy clover lawn, past her fragrant riot of a
garden, opening the gate and sidestepping the axe still

Above: Grandma and me in 1960.
Page 6: Charlie’s and May’s wedding, 28 February 1927
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Pop and Grandma and Jeepie on the farm on the Maalan: we
knew we were absurdly lucky they were ours, even if we had to
share them with dozens and dozens of first- and second-, onceremoved-to-the-right-, twice-removed-to-the-left-, faintly
familiar and oddly similar other kids, members of Grandma’s
Belson tribe. There was always room and food and love for
everyone.

number of topics on which she had nothing further to add.

If there is one recurring theme through the hundreds of years,
through layers of generations in the story of the Finches, it is
that Finch men married good, strong women who raised
families, mostly outlived their men and worked beside them.
Grandma Finch
worked like a
man with Pop,
splitting fence
posts, felling
trees, farming
and laboring. He
always said that
she had to,
because no-one
else would work
with him. It was
one of a small

(above) Pop, my cousin Brendan (Pete’s oldest son) & the most popular
member of the family, Jeepie
(left) My brothers, Les & Charlie, me (with no front teeth) and Brendan
at our feet. One corner of the shed/house and Grandma’s wonderful
garden is the backdrop. (1965)
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Lot 540, beside the Maalan River.
Grandma and Pop farmed beef cattle but
most of the farms were dairies.
Source for maps and information on the
Maalan Group Settlement, and on the
interview with Pop:
Kevin J. Frawley, Monograph Series No. 2,
1987.
U.N.S.W. Department of Geography and
Oceanography.

Brendan Finch puts Pop’s hat through a yoga
tongue exercise.
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The 200-acre farm on the
Maalan, south of Millaa Millaa
on the Atherton Tableland was
originally Lot 540, part of the
last land opened for farming in
North Queensland. Turning
over crown forest for private
sale to yeomen farmers was a
dream of Labor politicians and
the lush rainforests of the
Atherton Tableland grew tall
and thick on deep basaltic
loam. From the 1920s,
successive State governments
considered the area ideal for
dairy farming.

boosting demand or the timber
from Water gum and Red Tulip
Oak which remained in the
Maalan) and it was not until 16
April 1953 that the first ballot
was conducted for applicants
with farming experience who
could prove that they could
command convertible assets of
£500. Successful allottees would
be required to take up
residence within three months
and they would be contracted
to clear a designated percentage
of acreage within a set time
frame, checked by regular
random visits by inspectors.

Caught up in an internal
disputes with their own
forestry department which
could prove that the forests yielded above average tonnage of
cabinet timbers, successive governments delayed making a
decision. It was not until 1934 that the Staff Surveyor, C.J. Guy
created a settlement plan over 2500 hectares of heavily forested
land for settlement. Twenty-seven farms, ranging from 77
hectares (190 acres) to 134 hectares (332 acres), would be offered
by ballot. The second world war intervened (simultaneously

Pop was born on January 12,
1904. In 1953 he was 49 years
old and May, born 2 July 1902, was 51. He had had enough of
tree felling, timber getting and other hard labour to last a
lifetime so he had absolutely no interest in entering the ballot.
Grandma, however, wanted a home. Her father had bought
them a farm when they were first married but economic
circumstances, made worse by Pop’s
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chronic asthma, led to their selling it for a song and heading
back to New South Wales during the 1930s Great Depression.

uncleared virgin farm in the Maalan. Pop hadn’t entered the
competition. Grandma, fed up with having the tantalizing
prize dangled before her for a third time, had written the
submission, paid the administration fee, gathered the requisite
£500 of assurances, forged Pop’s signature and entered the
ballot. Only then did she tell her husband what she’d done.

For at least five years before the land ballot, they had been
share-farming in the Atherton Tablelands, something they
continued to do in the first few years while they were clearing
the forest and preparing the pastures on the farm on the
Maalan. Pop explained that: ‘if a cocky
In point of fact, even in this third ballot,
was going away for a holiday we used
Grandma and Pop were not the successful
to go and … dairy for them … kept the
allottees. He had clearly been swayed by
pot boiling a bit.” In the 1920s, Charlie
Grandma’s direct action tactics by the time the
Charles V. Finch, then aged 53 years
Belson, Grandma’s father, was the
ballot was drawn because Pop was there to see
old,
was
informed
that
he
was
the
lucky
dynamic Chairman of the Eacham Shire
the result. “Some fellow from the south drew
winner
of
an
uncleared
farm
in
the
Council, the original lobby group to
the block,” he recalled. “There was only the
Maalan.
He
hadn’t
entered
the
push for opening the Maalan for close
two of us there, I think at the time, and he drew
settlement farming. Even though
it. And he come out – he come and stopped the
competition.
Grandma was extremely eager to own
night and had a bit of a look and got in among
their own farm, no application from the
the leeches and went away and never came
Finches was submitted.
back anymore. Anyway, that’s what they told
me.” So Charles V Finch was offered the unloved Lot 540 and
Not long after the successful allottee for Lot 540 was informed
he said “Yes!” Grandma was delighted and quite unfazed by
of his good fortune, he was accidentally killed. The lot was rethe lease terms to commence settlement by 1 July 1958.
ballotted and re-won but, in 1957, it was re-ballotted for a third
time when the second successful allottee forfeited. In April
It rained a lot in the Maalan and when it wasn’t raining, it was
1958, Charlie Finch’s name was pulled from the barrel.
persistently cloudy. No-one really knows how high the rainfall
was because the gauges overflowed during intense falls.
I wonder how Charles V Finch, then aged 53 years old, felt
Typically, in the summer months, the rainfall was around 728
when he was informed that he was the lucky winner of an
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centimetres a month, with heavy falls for 24 to 28 days of the
month.

thought about what it had taken to do that. We swam under a
waterfall without a care for the
indigenous people, or the vivid
butterflies, or the 26 species of mammals
(possums, gliders, two different species
of tree kangaroo and three species of
ringtail possums, native rats, spotted
quolls and bandicoots) or the Diamond,
Carpet and Amenthystine pythons who
had lived in the hothouse ecosystem of
the rainforest before Pop and Grandma
cut it down and burnt it. Perhaps that is
not quite true for Grandma was always
wistful as she told us about the lovely
forest that had been over there, the
beautiful ferny glen that had been just
here, the lovely little spring that had
once flowed through there, as she
walked with us through that verdant
landscape.

Women found the constant damp
depressing as they battled to get clothes
dry, while children, cramped in the tiny,
hot pioneer shacks, would burst out and
spend drenched days exploring amongst
the leeches, ticks and stinging trees. The
requirement to clear the land came with
an attendant necessity to burn the piles
of felled trees so that the paddocks could
be grassed for pastures, but burning was
impossible for ten of the twelve months.
Many amongst the lucky pioneers found
the Maalan a nightmare and Pop
probably took a while to be thrilled with
his little piece of Paradise but his grandchildren simply could not imagine a
better place in the world. We set off to
explore fenced pastures on slopes so
steep that one of the hired fencers had
slipped and been killed. We pulled
ourselves up those punishing slopes
using fences that Grandma and Pop had
worked together to put in, without a

The cows at Foggy Gully (Lot 538) were
always enshrouded in mist.
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It never occurred to me that Pop hadn’t wanted the burden of
pioneering in his fifties or that it might have been wearisome
for him when enthusiastic grand-children and grand-nieces and
nephews piled into Jeepie with him, clamouring to be allowed
to drive. Sometimes the young driver ploughed right through
the barbed wire gates because ‘the old girl’ had very
temperamental brakes, if it had any at
all. One day my brother Charlie took a
barbed wire gate out while Les was
sitting on the bonnet of the jeep, with
Pop seated beside the driver, yelling at
him to stop.

They sold the farm in 1970. I remember the day that Pop
discussed the sale with Dad, but Dad had never wanted to be a
farmer. Nine years after the sale, Pop was interviewed for a
geographical study of the Maalan and it was fascinating
reading: “I was a bit keen on it. Mum wasn’t that keen but I was
given to thinking, we had to be putting our roots somewhere
and we’d be just as well there as
anywhere else … we didn’t have a
home or anything so I reckoned we
might have been a bit lucky, I don’t
know.”
One school vacation, when Les, Charlie
and I were staying with them in the one
bedroom shed that passed as a house,
we went out exploring and got
drenched and changed into dry clothes
three times until Grandma, drying our
clothes beside the slow combustion
stove fueled by timber she split beside a
woodheap that was out in the rain,
finally lost her temper. Good grief, we
thought, what’s wrong with her?

When I was about four, Pop stood on
something while he was felling timber
on the farm. It must have been an army
ordnance left after manoeuvres during
the war. When he regained his sense he
realized he had a broken leg. “I’m too
bloody old for this,” he thought, but he
was upbeat by Christmas, with his
dapper white leg cast stretched out
before him as he threatened to shoot
Father Christmas if his sleep was
disturbed by sleigh bells during the
night.

On 4 July, 1987, the day after Pop died, Grandma and I
drove through the Maalan. Under a white sky, she
posed at the farm’s eastern gate.
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Dorothy and I, the only granddaughters, especially loved
staying in winter, when the stove was warm and the nights, lit
by kerosene lamps closed in early. We rushed through our cold
showers outside in the lean-to laundry and bolted down the
meal, so we’d be ready in time to sit around the radio, listening
to plays. Paul Temple was our favourite. He had a feisty
journalist wife called Steve and they were amateur private
detectives. The number of sleeps between a weekly dose was
unbearable. “The thot plickens,” Steve would
muse as the murder victims mounted. Witty
spoonerisms on a crackling radio by the
flickering yellow light of a kerosene lamp –
no wonder we loved it!

also have her to thank for Murphy, the imaginary scapegoat
that all Finches call upon when no-one else steps up to admit a
misdemeanour. “Ah well,” we all say, “it must have been
Murphy.” She was a Martin and I wonder if Murphy still lives
with any of them, generations later? Grandma, the unofficial
genealogist of the family said there was a French Jewess and a
Spanish noble woman in the Finch family. She was just about
right, although she was relying on sources a little less reliable
than the Belsons, whose claims about
ancestors have proven accurate.
Dad, their youngest son, was baptized
Alexander Thomas Finch (but known as
Tom) in a family replete with them (although
I didn’t know that until I researched this
family history). He frequently mentioned
Lily Wharton, Pop’s sister and her husband
Wal, but of the rest of the family, neither Pop
nor Dad had any stories.

Grandma was the mid-child of an enormous
family. Charlie and Polly Belson raised a
close-knit brood of nine girls and four boys.
Every one of them had stories by the dozen
about current and long-gone members of the
Belson family. Even so, I never considered it
was odd, never gave it a thought, that Pop
Finch never mentioned his family. I knew
nothing about the Finches at all. It was
Grandma who said that Pop’s mother was a
sweet-natured woman who would shrug off
lost items with the explanation that it must be
“up in Annie’s room behind the clock.” We

Lily and Wal were married on the Atherton
Tablelands on 9 August 1924. The bride was
24. Pop joined them in north Queensland
soon afterwards.
Kath and Iris Wharton – Lily’s daughters.
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A curved bridge across the Maalan River formed the eastern border of the farm.
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Three years later, Pop’s father Horace died on July 19, 1927,
aged 57. He owned ‘Glen Alvie’, a sheep run that ran along the
banks of the Murrumbidgee River, outside Balranald, NSW.
Katherine, Pop’s mother, moved to a house in Hay and 28-year
old Arthur, the eldest son, took over the sheep station. In the
1950s the price of wool sky-rocketed and Arthur allegedly sold
the property for an impressive sum.
Katherine died in 1948 when she was 79. Pop The Land
and Grandma went to the funeral and, on
Friday 28 July 1933, p. 11
the way home, travelling through Sydney,
they were met by Grandma’s cousin, David
One of the most ingenious boats I
Grierson. This photograph was taken by his
have ever seen was constructed by
Arthur Finch, a "cockatoo squatter,"
wife, Ida, as the visitors scurried through
of the New South Wales western
Hyde Park on their way back to Queensland.
plains, when the filling of a lignum
Pop was never comfortable in the city but
swamp marooned about 40 of his
the level of tension Ida captured here was
sheep. He killed a bullock, salted the
uncharacteristic. Dorothy and I both have a
meat for future use, stretched the
hide over a wooden frame, and
hazy memory of Grandma saying that at
brought the sheep to safety, four at
Katherine’s funeral Pop was taken by
a time, in this "boat." He required
surprise by one of his brothers warning him
no oars, as the water was only up
that he was not welcome at the family farm.
to his waist, which permitted him to
The insult meant that I never knew Pop’s
wade, pushing the ship in front of
him. But the month was June, and
family. The youngest twin, Evelyn Sarah
he said afterwards that it was the
Morris, lived close to me on the Gold Coast
coldest job of his life.
and died there, aged 81 on 28 November
1989. I didn’t meet her.
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Tom’s narrative, written just before he died, reveals a restless
existence for the whole family:

Grandma didn’t have a leisurely life with Pop. Their three sons
were born on the farm at Upper Barron, which was given to the
young couple by May’s father. Australia’s economy slid into
deep recession and it was difficult to make a living on a farm.
May returned from the hospital with their first son Robert
(Dorothy’s and Kevin’s father, born 14 February 1928) to find
that the house had burnt down, destroying all the wedding
presents, photographs and baby’s clothes. The insurance
company suspected foul play and wouldn’t pay up and, as Dad
wrote, “miraculously some of Charlie’s possessions managed to
survive, coming to light some time after the fire,” so who could
blame them?

Charlie, suffering badly with asthma, decided that he
would return to a dry climate so, in 1932, the family
travelled to Oxley and moved into the vacant Police house.
We lived in Oxley till 1937 … As there was no work
available, Pop managed to keep the wolf from the door by
hunting rabbits, kangaroos and foxes …
There were times that the hunting took Charlie miles away
from Oxley so the whole family would go to where the
hunting was to be carried out and set up home in a tent.
In 1937 Charlie obtained a fencing contract and deciding
that he would need an offsider for the job … May brought
the boys back to North Queensland to stay with her
brothers Joe and Arthur.
May returned to Oxley to assist Charlie with the fencing
contract in extremely hot summers and sub-zero winters.
When the contract finished Charlie and May returned to
the Tablelands in late ’37 or ’38. The farm house they’d sold
in 1932 was vacant, so they moved in and Charlie got a job
on the Longlands Gap road, which was then being
developed. As the work moved on slowly from the farm,
we moved to a tent on Strawberry Creek, a short distance
from the Crater. On completion of the road job, Charlie
went back to timber work so we built a humpy in the scrub.
The framework was conventional timber, the roof was
corrugated iron but that was where convention took a back
seat. The walls were made of corn bags sewn together then
rendered with cement.

My father, Tom, was
not yet one, Bob and
Pete (next page) were
four and three, as
May prepared to
leave for the harsh
cold climate in Oxley
in N.S.W. Both
photographs were
taken at the Belson
family farm,
Longfield, in early
1932.
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The sleep area had a wood floor, the rest was good old tableland
soil, well packed with use. We stayed in the humpy until one of the
road workers decided to sell the house he had built on a bank
overlooking the road. We moved there and Charlie went on with his
timber work cutting Black Walnut.
With the outbreak of war in the Pacific, Charlie decided to join up
and became QX30868, Private Charles Victor Finch. The army
decided he was commando material in the northern tropics and his
asthma returned with a vengeance. He was boarded out and got
work with the American base near Goondiwindi.
Meanwhile the family moved to Longfield where they stayed until
the farm was sold in 1943.
When Charlie returned he took work splitting sleepers for the
Railway Department and the family moved back to Upper Barron
near the Upper Barron School. In the middle of the 1946 drought,
Charlie and May began share farming on the top Belson farm and
due to the generosity of Joe and Arthur, they survived until the wet
season started. The farm was home until 1954 when timber again
beckoned to Charlie.
Charlie and May moved to a camp at Moomin Creek where they
started timber cutting, Charlie deciding that May was the most
reliable offsider available. From Moomin they moved to a camp on
Coolmoon Creek where Charlie acquired the famous icon ‘Jeepie”.
After the timber work slackened off, Charlie and May moved into a
vacant house on the Glendenning Road where they took on relief
farming for farmers who needed a holiday. About this time the
ballot was called for farm blocks (still under forest) on the Maalan.
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First generation Australians
Horace Finch and Katherine Martin, Pop’s parents, both born and raised in New
South Wales, were first generation Australians.
Katherine’s parents James Martin and
Janet Dunn made the trip from Glasgow in 1853 with two little girls.
Horace’s parents, Alexander Thomas Finch and Sarah Trusson Windsor made the
trip from England as young newlyweds in 1856.
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Katherine with Charles
(Pop) on her lap.
Standing – Lilian and her
twin Horatio with Arthur
standing between them
Horace seated with
Katherine on his lap.
In front of the twins,
middle of frame, is Edith.
This photograph was
taken in 1905. In 1908
Evelyn and Alexander,
the second set of twins,
were born.
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James and Janet Martin.

The Census

B

In the year that James’s mother and father were born, a British
economist published a pamphlet: An Essay on the Principle of
Population as it Affects the Future Improvement of Society, with
Remarks on the Speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. Condorcet, and
Other Writers, by Thomas Robert Malthus in 1799.

orn in Calder, Scotland in 1831, James married successive
women who each produced a veritable army of
descendants. Pop’s mother Katherine was a member of
this enormous Scottish family.
James and Janet Martin were the first of my Finch ancestors to
arrive in Australia, disembarking in Melbourne in 1853.
Like the Bethnal Green Finches, they were refugees from
poverty. James’s parents, George Martin and Jane Cuthrie were
born around 1800 and lived all their lives in West Calder, a
town and parish situated in West Lothian, Scotland.
Located eighteen miles due west of Edinburgh, it’s a flat village
that stands 550 feet above sea level on the right bank of the
West Calder Burn.
Chances are they did not live long enough to see their little
rural backwater become an important centre for the shale oil
industry. From the 1840s, shafts dug into the peat bog extracted
oilshale. This black mineral, very different from coal, was found
beneath much of West Lothian and parts of Midlothian and
Fife.
The beautiful city of Edinburgh is only 18 miles from Calder
but there was never much chance that James Martin would
relocate there. His destiny was to move to Glasgow, the
industrial city to the east, and that is where he was living when
he married Janet Dunn on June 5, 1849.

Malthus noted that human population increases geometrically
(1, 2, 4, 16, 32, etc.) but food supply, at most, can only increase
arithmetically (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc.). Without checks on
population to slow its growth, poverty and starvation was
inescapable.
The publication sparked extensive discussion about population
growth and provided fuel for the proposals for a Census Bill so
that more scientific data could be collected on the population
and the problem of food production.
In 1800, the Population Act of 1800 was passed, enabling the
first Census of England, Scotland and Wales. It was held on
Monday, 10 March 1801 and every ten years from that time on.
The Census provided crucial planning and demographic
information at the time, and left little snapshot records of
people who would have not have shown up in any other
records.
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Janet Dunn was born in Glasgow, Lanarkshire, Scotland, in
Martins recycled the name Isabella. Janet’s birth in 1874 killed
1831. Her parents were Andrew Dunn and Mary Currie. Mary
her 43-year-old mother.
descended from an ancient Clan MacMhuirich, one of the
Janet Martin was buried in the Old Ballarat Cemetery on 2 July
earliest constituted clans of the Scottish Highlands.
1874, in the same plot in which her daughters, Mary and
Their first child, Jane Martin, was born some time in 1849. Her
Isabella, were laid to rest.
sister Mary was born on 24 April 1850, also in Glasgow.
James Martin married 29-year-old Margaret Flannaghan from
James and Janet migrated to Australia in 1852 with two little
County Cork, in Ireland, early the next year. Along with five
girls under three years old. The four Martins travelled to
motherless step-children, ranging in age from six months to ten
Liverpool where they boarded The Asia, arriving in Melbourne
years old, Margaret had three sons: Benjamin, born 1876, Joseph
on 6 August 1853.
born 1878; and Michael Henry, born
For a while, Janet had some respite
after a ten year gap, in 1888.
from continuous, ultimately fatal
James died in 1893, aged 62 and was
childbearing and, for six years, no
buried in the Ballarat New
When
James
Martin
died,
his
descendants
already
further children were registered as
Cemetery. After thirty-six years of
numbered
over
thirty.
having been born to the pair. James
widowhood, Margaret died and
Within
ten
years
that
number
had
doubled.
and Janet joined the rush to the gold
was buried in the same plot in 1930.
town of Ballarat, where James was
James Martin had been in Australia
employed as a baker.
for 40 years when he died. That year
George was the first of their
his descendants numbered 33. Ten
Australian family. He was born in 1856 in Ballarat. James
years later that number had doubled.
followed the next year; then Andrew in 1859; Isabella who was
James’s death left Margaret raising a five year old son. Her
born and died in 1862; Robert was born in 1864. The following
other sons, and all the step children, were old enough to be
year, Mary, one of the two Scottish children died, aged just 15.
working. Most of them had already married and were raising
When the next baby was born in 1867, she was called Mary
their own families, although Katherine, who was 24 when her
after her sister. Katherine, Pop’s mother was number eight,
father died, was still living with her step-mother when she
arriving in 1869. For baby number nine, a girl born in 1871, the
married Horace Finch in 1897. Horatio’s brother Alfred, and his
wife Millicent, were the witnesses.
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Alexander Thomas Finch

T

om, he was called, but his name was Alexander Thomas
Finch. He was born on 23 April, 1837. From the Albury
Gaol Entrance Book of 1870, we know that he had brown
hair and hazel eyes (as did my father). At five feet five
inches tall, Alexander Thomas Finch, was a man of short, stout
structure. The Albury Goal clerk considered his distinguishing
features to be that he was ‘a good looking man’. When he and
Sarah Windsor emigrated to Australia in 1856, he was the first
member of his family for many generations to live more than a
mile from the house in which they’d been born. He was just
nineteen years old and Sarah was twenty-three. Tom and Sarah
were fleeing poverty—the harsh killing kind that accompanied
life in the crowded slums of the mid-nineteenth century
industrial city. In middle age, Tom posed for this photograph,
in a sombre dark suit decorated by a folded white handkerchief
and a simple single chair fob watch. My grandfather, father and
brothers inherited his eyes. Pop’s father Horace, and Pop, both
got the nose but Sarah Trusson Windsor must have brought a
nice straight nose to the gene pool and thankfully it dominated
most Finch faces after Tom’s generation. Tom was born in
Bethnal Green in London and married Sarah
Trusson Windsor in August 1854 when he was 17 ½ years old.
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of Barthomley and Jabez followed his father into the
brickworks. In 1861 Jabez and Jane moved closer to the coast to
the town of Weston still in the country of Cheshire and Jabez
died there in September 1897 aged 66. Sarah’s little sister
Rachel, born in 1834 was living in Barthomley when she
married John Whittaker. She was 20 years old and she relocated
to the village of Wybunbury, Cheshire where she lived out the
rest of her life. Rachel died in 1893, aged 59.
They had two girls and four boys and it was to
Rachel that George Windsor went when his
wife Sarah died. Sarah Trusson had lived quite
a long life in Barthomley. She was 73 when she
died and Thomas died in his 76th year.
No other member of Sarah Windsor’s family
migrated but her uncle John (born in 1793) was
a mariner and one of his grand-daughters
Sarah Jane Trusson (born in 8 December 1856
in Monkwearmouth, in County Durham)
migrated to Canada and died there as Sarah
Wheatley in Fort William, Ontario on 1
February 1937 aged 80. That’s Sarah Wheatley with her children in
front of a Canadian log cabin in 1880. Sarah Trusson Windsor
Finch was only 49 years old when she died in Hay, New South
Wales on 5 May 1882. Tom outlived her by nineteen years.

S

arah was not a city girl. She was born in 1833 in
Barthomley, a rural hamlet in the foothills of the
Pennines, in the English West Midlands. At the time
Barthomley’s population was about 460 and it has been falling
ever since. Her parents were Thomas George Windsor, a brick
manufacturer and Sarah Trusson. Sarah Windsor was 21 when
she married Tom Finch on 21 August 1854 in
the Anglican church of Islington St Mary, an
urban parish, in the Borough of Finsbury,
county of Middlesex, 1½ mile north of London
city. She was illiterate, as was her father.
Although they lived 180 miles away, the
Trussons had an historical link with the
Borough of Finsbury. Her grandfather,
Hastings Trusson was baptized there in St
Lukes, in 1760 and her uncle William Trusson
was baptized in St Lukes, Finsbury in 1804 and
buried there fifty-seven years later. It is likely,
therefore, that Tom Finch met Sarah Windsor
when her family was visiting London.
Her mother, Sarah Trusson, was the ‘French Jewess’ of family
folk legend but it had clearly been many generations since the
Trussons were either French or Jewish, although the family still
favoured Hebrew names when Sarah was born. Her brother
Jabez was born in 1831 and married Jane Whitmore when he
was 27. They raised the three girls and three boys in the village
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Sarah and Tom

crammed aboard a plunging vessel for a third of the year.
Alexander and Sarah disembarked in Port Phillip Bay on 4 June
1856, no doubt greatly relieved to get off the ship but possibly
not so pleased with a typical winter’s day in Melbourne. In any
case, they didn’t stay long in the city. They were heading
straight for western New South Wales.
Alexander chose pub management and ownership as his career
in Australia, so he must have been learning the trade as an
employee during the years before he bought his first Hotel
Publican’s License in 1862. Their first child, Sarah, was born in
1857 but she died when she was seven. Eliza Caroline, followed

T

om was a 17-year-old bricklayer when he married Sarah
Windsor of Hampstead St John, England on 21 August
1854. They left from Plymouth aboard a leaky ex-convict
ship, the Fairlie and endured about four months aboard the
double-deck teak ship which handled high seas like a drowning
albatross. When it was chartered as a convict ship, it could
transport 376 convicts, 30 soldiers, 19 passengers and crew of
around 100 men. The population of a small village was

One Tree Hotel – Finch Inn,
uncredited photograph from website
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Diabetes ending in fatal ketoacidosis, first appeared in medical texts in the
nineteenth century. The discovery of insulin in 1921–2 increased life
expectancy. Insulin-dependant diabetes is a disease which runs through
the Finches.
Elaine Gallagher, daughter of Pop’s brother Horatio, sent the photograph
below. Her mother, she wrote, “swears that Alexander (Tom) had diabetes
and my dad and his brother Alexander (Uncle Alec). I have it, one of my
brothers and one sister all have it, and I know that a lot of the cousins
from various sources have it as well.”
Diabetes showed up in our line of the family as well, in my Uncle Bob, my
father’s oldest brother. To the best of my knowledge it skipped my
generation but has appeared in one of my nieces.

in 1859 when her parents were living in Deniliquin, N.S.W. In
1862 Tom built his own Inn to serve as a staging post for the
Cobb and Co Coach. Finch Inn was built on a dry flat plain,
subject to long term drought with little to commend it except
one tree which provided some respite in the dust. The hotel,
which was later renamed One Tree Hotel, still remains as an
historical wreck between Hay and Booligal. The passengers
would disembark for lunch and a rest while the horse team was
changed. The site had a fresh water well although it soon dried
up. Their first son, Alexander Thomas was born there in 1863.
On 13 July 1865, a ‘Riverine Tourist’ had a long travel letter
published in the Sydney Morning Herald. He was returning
from Echuca to Melbourne when he passed though the Onetree Plain and gave Tom a great review:

Below: Horatio Albert Finch, born May 4, 1900, photographed in his thirties.

About twenty-five miles from Hay, the traveller comes to a solitary publichouse, the proprietor of which has to cart his wood some ten or twelve
miles; and when I stayed there, he had to cart his water the same distance
from the nearest point on the Lachlan River. Mr. Finch …deserves much
credit for locating himself in this desolate region. The house is remarkably
well kept, the rooms and beds very clean, and the table well furnished; in
fact, it is far superior to any house of accommodation I stopped at since I left
Deniliquin. Mr. Finch has sunk a very large tank, now without any water in
it; and he has dug a well some 100 feet deep, but, unfortunately, the water is
too brackish for domestic use. The government ought to give him the fee
simple of a half section of land around his dwelling, on account of his
industry in providing accommodation for weary travelers.
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The traveler, by contrast, was scathing about ‘a hell-hole called
Booligal’, which was the next town: “Here are erected two public-

sentenced to two years hard labour in Deniliquin Gaol. Tom
was a diabetic, so prison wouldn’t have been a barrel load of
fun for him.
When Tom Finch was released at the end of 1873, he had no
trouble returning to his former profession. His standing was
still high in the region but James went his own way. Tom and
Sarah went on to run two hotels: the Redbank Hotel in 1875, the
Drover’s Arm (1877-1881), before they relocated to their long
term home in Hillston, in the dry flat plains of central New
South Wales. It is an orderly grid-system, pub-lined, historical
town. 12-year-old Horace and 14-year-old Alfred went with
them. Sarah was 49 when she died on 5 May 1882. Tom was
back in Booligal running pubs and Sarah had moved to Hay.
Tom was the licensee of the Royal Mail Hotel from 1888 to 1893.
He died on 1 Nov 1901 in Hillston when he was 64. He had
outlived Sarah by nineteen years.

houses, a store, a police cottage and a blacksmith's shop. The public-houses
are badly kept …sleep is quite out of the question …”

It was to Booligal that Tom and Sarah relocated the family after
they sold the Inn in 1866. There, as a highly respected fix-it
team, they moved from one dysfunctional establishment to
another, creating order wherever they went. The Finches ran
the Booligal Inn. Francis, their second son, was born there but
died as an infant. Next, they moved to the Duke of Edinbugh
Hotel for two years (which, in 1881, their daughter Eliza was
managing as a 23-year-old mother). Alfred Earnst Gallidoli
Finch, their third son, was the new pub bub and Horatio Arthur
Charles arrived just in time, in 1870, for a five year hiatus in
Tom’s licences. It wasn’t a matter of choice; he made the
mistake of inviting his brother to join him in the pub business.
James William Finch migrated in 1865. Pub-running, especially
for those specializing in the business of rescuing ramshackle
establishments, was fly-by-the-seat-of-the-pants enterprise, and
the line between solvency and insolvency was perilously grey.
In 1870, the brother’s ran afoul of the new Insolvent Act of New
South Wales. Booligal was audited and the Finch brothers,
along with three other local businessmen, were charged. Sarah
had just given birth to Horatio (known as Horace).
The Finch assets were seized for resale to creditors and Tom
and James found themselves being sentenced for fraud in the
Circuit Court at Deniliquin on 3rd April, 1871. They both

Australian Town and Country Journal (NSW) Sat 15 April 1871, p. 6
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James William
Finch.

accounts and both
brothers were found
guilty of tax fraud.
They were released
from Albury Gaol in
1873. James
immediately headed
off to the recently
gazetted Palmer River
goldfield in Cooktown
in far North
Queensland. Maybe he
did find some gold,
because, on May 15,
1875, he was able to
buy a fare back to
Sydney and put down
the deposit for Mary’s
trip to Australia.
The Finches of Bethnal
Green trooped off to
Plymouth to farewell
another member of the
family.

H

e seemed to be
dogged by bad
luck all this life
and it was contagious for
those closest to him. On
Christmas Day in 1858, he
married Mary Bracher who
died when their child Mary
Ann Emily was five years
old. His thoughts turned
immediately to migration.
Tom paid for his ticket to
Australia aboard the
Southern Cross. He left his
daughter with his sister
Carrie and set off in 1864. Tom and Sarah took him into their
successful business running country hotels. One day in 1867,
James set off to the sawpit, not realizing that the road had been
cut by flash flooding. He drowned three of the horses, almost
drowned himself, and earned a not very sympathetic account in
the Maitland Mercury Advertiser. James’ next act of brotherly
love was to sprinkle a little bit of angel dust over the hotel
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The Maitland Mercury & Hunter River
General Advertiser , Saturday 25 May 1867
NARROW ESCAPE FROM DROWNING - An
accident happened to Mr. James Finch, brother to
Mr. Alexander Finch, the landlord of the Booligal
Hotel, which should act as a warning to all
parties who endeavour to cross by creeks or
rivers in a state of flood. It appeared that Mr.
James Finch was driving a team of horses going
to the sawpit for stuff at a place about twenty
miles from Booligal, last Thursday morning. The
night previous, even so late as ten o'clock, the
bed of the river was quite dry, but in the morning
the flood came down, and there was about eight
feet of water, and the current running very
strong; nothing daunted, however, Mr. Finch
yoked up his horses, and standing up in the dray,
urged them to cross. They faced the stream well,
but when they had got into the middle of the
river the current proved too strong for them, and
they turned round, and the dray becoming
entangled in some logs,
the driver was
precipitated into the river. Fortunately Mr. Finch
could swim a little, but through getting his arm
entangled in the reins he was pulled under twice,
and with great difficulty succeeded in reaching
the opposite bank in a very exhausted condition.
The three horses in the team, which it appears
were very valuable, were, of course, drowned,
one, however, that was tied behind of managed
to break his halter and the reach the bank. The
dray and harness were got out with some
considerable trouble -Booligal Correspondent of
Pastoral Times.
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Mary was fifteen and hadn’t seen her father for a decade. Just
days into the trip, they were shipwrecked and for weeks the
family grieved for her until they received the news that
castaway survivors had been spotted and picked up by a
passing ship. She was on her way back to England.
She was a brave girl for she boarded the Kapunda not long
afterwards, arriving safely in Sydney on February 6, 1877.
Later that same year, a 571 ton barque collided with the
Kapunda and both ships sank. Mary Ann joined her father,
uncles and cousins in Booligal in New South Wales. By then
Tom’s and James’s younger brother George had also migrated
to Australia although he lived in Queensland for many years.
In 1885 Mary Ann married George Green, a policeman from
Angmering, Sussex.
George Green migrated to Australia in 1883, leaving behind
young children, including a motherless newborn infant but,
unlike Mary’s father, George never sent for them. In 1888, his
second oldest child, Alice died, aged eight. Francis Green, the
youngest son, born in 1883 (the same year his mother died and
his father left them) migrated to Australia as an adult and died
in Kangaroo Point in Brisbane in 1943. The others saw their
father briefly when he volunteered with the 200/300 munition
workers on the troopship Beltana which left Sydney on 16 June
1917.

Florence, youngest daughter of Mary Ann and George Green. She is James’s
grand-daughter. James and Florence are alike but not like the rest of the Finch
family although, on page 34, her distant cousin Kathleen Byrne could have
been her twin. Perhaps, in their faces, we are seeing the face of Tom’s mother,
Caroline Harvey.
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He arrived in Plymouth on 25 August 1917 where he worked as
the benefit of any further education John worked in laboring
a pipe fitter at GM Gun Cotton Factory at Colnbrook. He was
positions and grew tall, looking older than his years.
already 63, so no-one was surprised when he was invalided
By 16 he rebelled against the tyrant Margaret and moved to
home from England suffering from chronic bronchitis and
Broken Hill, where on 21 May 1911, aged 17, he married
asthma, aboard the SS Llanstephan.
Gertrude Snell in the Catholic church at Broken Hill. His
Mary Ann Emily and George Alphonso Sparkes Green lived in
mother read the marriage notice in the newspaper and insisted
various towns in central New South Wales and raised a family
that her son be charged with making a false declaration about
of three boys and four girls. She was always haunted by the
his age. Without parental permission the legal age of marriage
experience of almost starving after being
was 21 years.
shipwrecked. One of her descendants posted a
As the principal witness for the
brief story on ancestry.com declaring that
prosecution Margaret declared that
The boy was just eight years old
Mary used to tell her children "You'd eat your
she had travelled from Whitecliffs for
when William died and within two the express purpose of having her son
carrots if you'd been shipwrecked!"
James Finch, her father, married again, five
charged and she complained that
years he had been dispatched to
years after his daughter’s wedding but it
although he had supported ‘her and
work to support his mother
wasn’t a sign that his luck was improving.
the children’ for six years, he was not
He was 51 and Elizabeth Journeaux was
doing so now. She was adamant that
around 25 (she had a changeable age, but
she had not given permission for him
seems to have been younger than his daughter)
to marry and, in fact, she didn’t even
when they were married in Wilcannia in 1890.
know the girl he had married.
Their first son, John Francis Leander Finch was born in
The Reverend Father Killian stated that he celebrated the
Wilcannia N.S.W in 1894. Six or seven children were born to
marriage and he had no idea that the groom was not yet 21. He
the couple. The first child was just eight years old when James
was a tall, thin lad, the priest stated, noting that he was
died. Two years later, at the age of ten, the boy was dispatched
apparently not well educated. ‘That was no fault of his,’ he
to work to support his mother and younger siblings. Without
added pointedly.
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The judge found Margaret an unreliable and unsympathetic
witness and John was acquitted. He and Gertrude prospered.
They purchased Monolon station, outside of Whitecliffs. When
their only child was born in 1915, they called him Lancelot.
Generally things seemed to proceed well for them until 1936,
when they took their new motor car on a holiday, visiting his
uncle in Adelaide. On a clear day, with no other traffic to
contend with, as the tram driver loudly and repeatedly hooted
his horn in warning, John drove straight onto the rails into the
path of an oncoming tram. The coroner delivered an open
finding . Gertrude survived the injuries of the Adelaide tram
collision and quite soon after John’s death, she married a
neighbour, eleven years her junior. (I wonder what was on
John’s mind as he drove at the tram.)
Lancelot stayed on Monolon station while his mother moved to
Ravendale station with her new husband, Charles Farrow.
In November 1953, Charles Farrow drove the jeep into the
station dam and they both drowned. The witnesses at the
coroner’s court implied that it was a murder suicide but the
coroner delivered an open finding.
Margaret Journeaux Finch died in 1932 in Wilcannia. Unusually
her children’s names appear in the newspaper funeral notice as
just their first initial. It was cheaper that way. Only one
daughter declared her a loving mother and she paid for the
notice.
Mary Ann Green died in 1931, aged 71. She is buried in the
Condobolin cemetery in New South Wales.

Friday 20 March 1936
MAN KILLED; TWO WOMEN INJURED
Collision Between Tram And Car At Wayville
A man was killed and two women were seriously injured
in a collision between a motor buckboard and a tramcar
at the recently widened Wayville crossing, about 11.45
a.m. yesterday. The victims were:— John Finch 45, station
owner of Monga, via White Cliffs New South Wales,
killed. Gertrude Finch, 43, his wife, admitted to the
Adelaide Hospital with possible fractured pelvis and
shock and abrasions.
Mrs. Ellen Gray of Tonne street Park side, suffered
concussion and lacerations. Dr. Gibson treated Mrs.
Finch, and Dr. Bennett attended to Mrs. Gray. Finch was
driving the motor vehicle and the two women were
passengers in the cabin.
According to officials, the motor buckboard was
travelling west along Park terrace and reached the
crossing at the same time as a city bound tram, in charge
of Motorman Leonard Kalleske.
The motorman and witnesses said that although the
warning hooter on the tram was sounded freely, the
driver of the buckboard apparently failed to hear it. He
also apparently had his view obscured by the two women
passengers on his left.
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Eliza Caroline Finch
om

T

and Sarah’s eldest
daughter was born on
Christmas Day, 1858 in
Deniliquin. At 19 she
celebrated her wedding day in Hay.
The marriage produced a son,
Alexander (born 11 September
1878) but ultimately ended, in 1887,
when the 28-year-old Eliza filed a
complaint and a warrant was
issued by the Central Police Bench
for the arrest of Charles Melville
Leslie.
He was charged with unlawfully deserting his wife Eliza Leslie,
of 82 Derwent-street, Glebe, leaving her without means of
support. He never had supported her. In 1881, when she was
23, it was her name on the publican’s license of the Duke of
Edinburgh Hotel in Booligal, the pub her parents had once run.
She was more successful in choosing her second husband,
Edward Byrnes, whom she married in 1890 in Cowra, N.S.W.
Between 1890 and 1899 they had one son and six daughters, the
last being Pearl, born when Eliza was 41 years old and the first
being Kathleen (the bride photographed here on 14 July 1914).
Kathleen married Neil Graham McMillan in Orange in country
New South Wales.
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Albury Banner and Wodonga Express, Friday 19 January 1923
Recently, there was averted what might have been a sad drowning
fatality, by the timely appearance; of Tom Finch, who arriving at
‘Death Trap’ Lighthouse crossing found a lad and gent, who were out
driving, in difficulties just above the whirlhole, their horses refusing
to move. With Mr. Finch's assistance the animal was forced out and
disaster averted.
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Potter, charged with wife desertion.
He is 22 … smart appearance; a
good runner; generally well dressed
in dark clothes and grey soft-felt
hat; a quarter caste aboriginal; a
labourer, addicted to drink”. Bunny
Potter’s brushes with the law were
pretty inoffensive
until he took up
with Guinea Finch.
The year after he
left Hillston,
Walter had a lucky
break when the
jury in Hay Circuit Court couldn’t decide if he
was guilty of breaking and entering. That year
he married Mary Ryan, transforming her life
and the lives of their six children, into daily
misery, until she divorced him after
facilitating the warrant for his arrest for wife
desertion. In February 1916 Bunny Potter
enlisted in the AIF but he was back in the
company of his friend when they broke into
the house of an elderly couple, who were
violently assaulted. Bunny Potter died in jail
the next year. Guinea Finch lived to commit
many more crimes and died in 1965.

Alexander Thomas Finch

B

orn in 1863, Alexander (Tom) was Tom and Sarah’s
eldest son. His eyes are not Finch eyes and I wonder if
his mother had those same sleepy, heavy eyelids. No-one
seems to have a photograph of Sarah Trusson
Windsor so we’ll never know. Tom married
Estella Rosetta Betts in 1889 and he died in
Hillston on 7 August 1933. The couple lived
and raised a family in the town. Their first
son, William was born in 1890, followed the
next year by Sarah, who died before her first
birthday.
Walter was born the year that Sarah died in
1893 and Harold (1895) and Rene (1904)
completed a normal country family. By the
time he was 20, Walter decided that Guinea
was a better name for a man whom the police
record described as “5 feet 7 inches high,
slight build, dark complexion, hair and eyes;
generally well dressed, larrikin appearance”.
That year he left town with his friend, Sidney
Potter, and a warrant was issued by the
Hillston Bench “for the arrest of …Bunny
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Alfred Ernest Finch

“Westward Ho” (No. 36 Henry Street, Gordon in Sydney)
constructed in 1930, “was one of the first purpose built flat
buildings built in the Ku-ring-gai… It was designed to appear
as a large two-storey house, a form that fits in with the
character of the area and is similar in scale to some of the larger
houses in Gordon (Dignam, Paul, 2007). The building had a diesel
power boiler in the basement that provided heat and hot water
to all the flats.”

A

lfred married
Millicent (Matilda)
Carwardine in 1868.
They had three sons
– Frank (1890-1968); Clifford
(1894–1967), and Frederick Rolf
(1904–1997) and a daughter,
Myrtle Grace (1891–1979). By
the 1920s Alfred owned the
stately draper’s store A.E Finch
and Son at the Crows Nest
Junction in Sydney. He died in
Chatswood, N.S.W in 1934, aged 66.
His second son Clifford Horace Finch
(pictured) became a partner in the
architectural firm John Burcham
Clamp & Clifford H. Finch. In the
interwar period they built a number
of Georgian Revival residential flats,
many of which are now heritage
listed. One of their buildings,

Crows Nest Junction ( Sydney) with Finch Drapers in foreground. C1915
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Bethnal Green Finches
For 120 years, from 1740 to 1860, the Finches lived inside the
boundaries of one square mile. They barely stepped outside its
borders for four generations.
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Alexander Thomas
Finch

1837-1901
Bethanl Green
Horatio Arthur
Finch

Alexander Finch

Michael Finch

William Finch

1811 - 1853

1781-1837

1743-1782

Bethnal Green

b. Bethnal Green

Bethnal Green

Jane Hedge
1780-1842

Anna Maria
Humphries

Mary Ansell

b. Bethnal Green

1744-1800

1713 -

Warwickshire

Bethnal Green

Caroline Jane Harvey
1817 - 1886

Surrey

1870-1927
Australia

Thomas George Windsor
Sarah Trusson

1796 - 1872

London

Windsor

Charles
Victor Finch

1760- Old Finsbury

1833 - 1882

Staffordshire

1904 - 1987

Hastings Trusson

Sarah Trusson
1782-1865

London

Australia

Lydia Gallon
1765-1835

George Martin
1800Katherine
Martin

James Martin

1869-1948

Scotland

Australia

Scotland

1831 - 1893
Jane Guthrie
1800 Janet Dunn

Scotland

Andrew Dunn, Scotland

1831 - 1874
Scotland
Mary Currie, Scotland
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William Finch
1713
Hertfordshire
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Ann’s Place

landscape in the slums of
Bethnal Green. Tom trained
Tom Finch’s family lived in the
as a pawnbroker but moved
om Finch’s family
on from his apprenticeship in
same cottage for four generations
lived in the same
favour of an outdoors trade
in a cul de sac called Ann’s Place
cottage for four
of bricklaying when he
generations in a cul de sac
married Sarah Trusson
called Ann’s Place.
Windsor. Originally, the
Generations of Finches leased
Finch’s cottage in Ann’s Place
the cottage from generations
nestled amidst strip fields of
of the Prichard family (they
pastures and crops. The
had leasehold title on it).
lovely lilt of the name comes
Tom’s father, Alexander was
from the Anglo-Saxon
born in the cottage on 27
Blithehale or Blythenhale.
March 1811 and died there on
Together Healh (meaning
22 May 1853, at the age of 42.
angle or corner) and blithe
Tom’s grandfather, Michael
(which means happy) created
was born there in 1781 and
an appellation that translates
died in the cottage, aged 35.
as Happy Corner. Originally
Michael’s father William,
Bethnal Green was bordered
born in 1743 in Red Lion
by marshland and
Street, died in the cottage on
Bishopswood Forest,
8 December 1782. William
remnants of which survived in the east until the sixteenth
was 39 years old and his son Michael had not yet celebrated his
century.
first birthday. Even at the time of their marriage Tom and
RICHARD HORWOOD'S MAP OF LONDON, WESTMINSTER & SOUTHWARK 1799
Sarah must have been planning their escape from the green
land of their birth—not that they’d seen much verdant

T
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A natural spring, St. Winifred’s Well, was
at the northern end. For centuries, the
agrarian hamlet, part of the ancient parish
of Stepney in Middlesex, was home to
generations of peasants who worked their
strip plots, paid their land taxes to the
landlord, laboured on the manor estate and
brought up large families of church-going
agricultural labourers who would rarely
travel to the neighbouring villages. Bethnal
Green grew the food for the nearby
megopolis of London, just to the west,
which, until the early nineteenth century,
was one of just six major cities around the
world. Market gardening and light
industry, such as shoe and clothing
manufacturing brought finance to the
hamlet.
This was a time-ordered world and there
was certainty in the passing seasons, the
crops and the rigid class structures which
allowed no mobility of any kind.
The earliest area of settlement was
probably around the green, particularly in
the north-east near St. Winifred's well and
St. George's chapel. The village was
defined on the east by Rushy (Russia) Lane
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and the Back Lane (Globe Road),
which separated it from the open fields
and the lands used exclusively by the
lord of the manor. A small cluster of
medieval cottages nestled around
Barnard's Lane (Old Ford Road). St.
George's chapel stood by 1512 on land
that would later become Victoria Park
Square.
By the sixteenth century, a few larger
houses, the retreats of courtiers or
merchants from London, began to
appear on the landscape. By 1550 Sir
John Gresham's house, rebuilt as
Kirby's Castle in the 1570s, adjoined
the green just south of Green Street
(renamed Roman Road in the 1850s).
Bethnal House, or Kirby's Castle, was
the principal house on the Green. The
estate included a farm house which
had dwindled to a cottage by 1577.
One of the main laneways through the
field was Kirby’s walk, a part of which
later became Ann’s Place.

The 1500s brought widespread change
to the English landscape and to the
entire feudal system. This was the
century when Parliament passed a
series of Enclosure Acts, converting
“common land ("fair fields full of folk"
of Langland's phrase) into privately
owned sheep walks. Agricultural
labourers were evicted from their
cottages and, in many districts, thriving
ancient villages full of hard-working
peasantry were turned out and the vista
changed to one of clusters of ruined
cottages amidst rolling hills of rough
grass nibbled by flocks, running we are
told, to as many as 24,000 sheep, tended
by a few shepherds and their dogs. The
peasants lost their small possessions by
forced sale and they wandered
aimlessly away with scant chance of
finding employment either in town or
country”. (Gilbert Slater, The English
Peasantry and the Enclosure of Common
Fields)
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Enclosures created ‘closes’ (land closed from the public domain
and made private for grazing) and, in Bethnal Green, in 1550
the area where Ann’s Lane later appeared on maps, was part of
two closes in the Manor of Stepney lying between Hog Lane
(now Middlesex Street to the east of this map) and Brick Lane.
By about 1642, the Rose Lane and Wentworth Street frontages
were completely built up.
The Bell Lane frontage (green) on which the buildings were
brick, lay partly open to the nineteen tenters. In Bell Lane also
were ’the Shedds or Little houses for the Teinder men to laie
their Toules in and sometimes their Clothes’.
In 1678 the owners of houses surrounding the Green purchased
the land to prevent it being built upon and in 1690 the land was
conveyed to a trust. Rent from it was used for the benefit of
poor people living the vicinity. It remained open, however,
until the second decade of the nineteenth century and was the
last part of Spitalfields to be formed into streets.
For over a century, Ann’s Place was a small cluster of cottages
attached by a walkway to Kirby’s lane.
Neither the cottage nor Ann’s Place now exist. All of this estate,
with the exception of the north side of Butler Street (now Brune
Street) and the northern end of Tenter Street (now Tenter
Ground), was demolished in the period from 1927 to 1936, for
the erection of the London County Council Holland estate.

What’s in a name? After 1066, when the Normans
invaded England from France, English families
were forced to adopt hereditary surnames,
replacing the old custom in which people were
known by a personal name or nickname.
By 1400 most English families had surnames but
often this simply meant that nicknames were
adopted as family names.
Names deriving from plants and animals (Oak,
Finch, Fox, Martin) started off as nicknames, as did
most surnames relating to colour complexion
(Black, White, Brown) or personal characteristics
(Armstrong, Oldman, Fairfax and Blunt (fairhaired).
The Finches drew their nickname from the tiny
birds that nested along the bubbling waterways
throughout rural England, so there is no reason that
the Finches from one district are related to those of
another.
Our branch of the Finches came to Queensland
when my grandfather followed his sister Lily,
who’d come from Hillston to marry Wal Wharton
in Atherton. Wal was one of ten children and his
little sister Molly also married a Finch – Alfred
Finch – in Beaudesert (near Brisbane) on 30
December 1919. Alfred’s father Amos migrated to
Australia in 1882, from Warwickshire, and we share
no common ancestors with the Warwickshire
family of Amos Finch.
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William Finch and Mary Ansell

the last of the traditional agricultural workers in the family.
After Brick Lane they moved to a cottage from which they
baptized their first son, also William, on November 6, 1743.
William and Mary gave their address as Red Lion Street, about
half a mile due south of the church.
Each month the Parish Register of the Anglican church of St
Mary’s Whitechapel in the Borough of Tower Hamlets (on the
corner of Adler Street, White Church Lane and Whitechapel
High Street) recorded the baptisms of around sixty infants, all
born within strolling
distance of the
church. They came
from addresses with
evocative names,
most of which no
longer appear on
maps.
On the day that
William and Mary baptized their baby on 6 November 1743,
two families had walked to the church from Black Lion Yard;
the Morrises had brought their daughter Anna Crispina from
Green Dragon Yard; and, of course, William and Mary Finch
walked less than a mile from the south, from Red Lion Street.
These addresses are references to the most conspicuous
building of the street, mostly a local public house and The
Green Dragon would have been decorated with a model of its
namesake just as The Black Lion would have been.

W

illiam Finch arrived in Bethnal Green in 1738,
moving as a young man from his home in
Hertfortshire, some thirty miles away to the east of
Bethnal Green. Mary Ansell, the daughter of another William
and Mary, was born, baptized and raised in Kings Land Road
in Spitalfields.
William’s birth was registered in January 1713 in small rural
town called Bishops
Stortford, in
Hertfordshire.
The couple married
on 4 August 1739 in
the groom’s 26th
year. They both
lived in Brick Lane.
They took their vows
in a church that was just ten years old, St George in the East,
Middlesex, England. The parish was largely rural at the time of
its creation, which explains the fact that William Finch could
still be employed as an agricultural labourer while living in
Brick Lane. The small hamlet which included Brick Lane was, at
that time, known as Wapping, Stepney.
William Finch and Mary Ansell (or Ensell) Finch baptized all
their children in Tower Hamlets, Bethnal Green. William was
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Most people could not read but they could identify objects and
this was how they found their way around a named landscape.
Red Lion Street, unlike many of the other streets was not
originally named for a public house. Its Red Lion was an
Elizabethan Playhouse, built on a farm in 1567, and was the first
theatre to be built, anywhere in the world, as a
purpose-built playhouse. The Theatre in Shoreditch
(in Curtain Road, part of the modern London
Borough of Hackney) where Shakespeare performed
as both an actor and a playwright was the second.
The Red Lion was situated at the junction of
Whitechapel High Street with Cambridge Heath
Road. On the 1826 map, that corresponds with corner
of Dog Lane and Mile End Street. The Red Lion
offered little that the prior tradition of playing in inns
had not offered, and it was too far from its audiences
to be attractive (at the time, the area was open
farmland) for visiting in the winter. As a playhouse it
seems to have closed after the summer season of
1567.
Not long after The Red Lion was constructed, The
George, a further 300 metres to the east, was built and
contributed to the baptism records at St Mary’s.
Hannah Lambson, daughter of Levi and Hannah
Lambson, shared her baptism day with William
Finch. She was born in George Yard, an address for a
cottage which shared a border with The George.

Records of the life of William and Mary show that they had at
least three boys, William, Henry and Richard.
Six years after the couple were married, William died in 1743,
aged just 30 years old. If I had to guess I would say he was a
diabetic.
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William Finch and Anna Maria Humphries.

T

his is the couple who first moved into the cottage in
Ann’s Place and, by this date, there were about ten
houses in the rural lane.
William was a grocer when he married Anna Maria
Humphreys. Her Spanish name was a tribute to Maria Ana of
Spain, whom James 1 of England had tried to enlist in a
marriage to his son Charles in 1622. Anna Maria was ‘the
Spanish noblewoman’ whom the Finches later claimed as one
of their ancestors but she was neither Spanish nor noble.
Their wedding took place on a winter’s day in the Church of
Christ church on 30 July 1773.
William Finch was 30 years old and the bride was 29. The
groom’s brother Richard was the witness at the wedding. If
they had moved the marriage forward two years they might
have still had the groom’s paternal grandfather Richard at the
wedding, for he lived a long life and died in 1771 in
Hertfordshire aged 79.
William became a baker and together they set up a bakery in
Warwick Lane and employed at least two of their five sons.
William was born in May 1773, before his parents were
married. Thomas, son number two, was born the next year after
the couple moved to Kirby’s Lane (as Ann’s Place was first
called). On 28 August 1775 George, their third son was baptized
in a tiny chapel in Christchurch Newgate Street.

She was widowed a few months after giving birth to her fourth
child Michael, in 1781. Anna Maria, then a 37-year-old working
mother, went on running the business without her husband.
We know this because in George’s sixteenth year, in
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1791, she formally took on her son as an indentured baker’s
apprentice.
William and Anna Maria Finch lived in difficult times and
were really the last generation of the family to avoid poverty in
Bethnal Green. Anna Maria was a very enterprising woman
who managed to set her sons up in apprenticeships. William’s
apprenticeship as a cooper cost her £30 in 1785. Michael and
George became bakers after she took on their apprenticeships.
But times were tough and they were living through the most
significant demographic upheavals of human history.
Between 1700 and 1800, the population of western Europe rose
dramatically. In the eighteenth century, the population of
Europe jumped from about 110 million to about 190 million.
From 1500 to 1800, Europe’s population doubled to 200 million
and London’s population increased seventeenfold to 865,000.
This massive demographic transformation had a major impact
on the people of Europe and the British Isles.
Country
France
Britain
Russia
Prussia
Austria-Hungary
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1700
19 million
9 million
17.5 million
2 million
8 million

1800
28 million
16.5 million
38 million
9.5 million
28 million
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In part, this population ‘explosion’ drove the enclosure of
setting fire to corn or coal mines; concealing stolen
farmland. The traditional system of food production was that
goods; returning from transportation; … concealing the
peasants owned and worked strips of land scattered
death of a bastard child; maiming a person; sending
throughout a community, and also had access to the ‘commons’
threatening letters; riots by 12 or more persons; stealing
for grazing of animals or as a source of wood in winter. The
from a ship in distress; stealing horses, cattle or sheep;
‘enclosure movement’ consolidated the strips of land together
servants stealing more than 40 shillings from their
into unified blocks, and it divided the common land into
master … (Steve Jones, Capital Punishment, 1992).
private farms.
Between 1700 and 1800 there were over 200 crimes which
The enclosure movement was brutal and displaced many
warranted the death penalty. In 1718 the Transportation act was
hardworking people but economically, it
passed, allowing the death penalty to be
allowed more efficient (and profitable)
transmitted to transportation. Between 1718
agricultural output. It produced shock
and 1776 almost 50,000 British convicts were
The Finches began to appear in the
waves which rippled through society,
transported annually. They were sent to the
especially amongst the lower levels where
Americas where they were sold into slavery.
statute books for crimes committed
the Finches had been located for several
By 1772, 60% of all male convicts in England
against new laws and some were
generations. The enclosure acts brought
were being transported but by 1775 that
transported as convicts to Australia.
harsh new laws which, overnight, produced
figure rose to 90%.
an explosion of new crimes. From 1765,
Anna Maria died in 1800 and was buried on
judges could hand out the death penalty for
12 January after a little service was held at
the following offences:
the small chapel in Newgate Street, where George was
Murder; treason; coining money … bankrupts concealing
baptized. Only eleven other funerals were conducted there that
their possessions; highway robbery; house breaking; pick
month. She was 56 years old.
pocketing or stealing over one shilling; shoplifting over
Michael, who was the only unmarried son at the time of her
five shillings; stealing bonds or bills; stealing above 40
death, went on living in the cottage in Ann’s Place. He married
shillings in any house; stealing linen; maiming cattle …
Jane Hedge in April the next year and the couple lived there for
causing the loss of fish; cutting down trees in an avenue
the duration of their marriage.
or garden; cutting down river banks; cutting hop binds;
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Michael Finch and Jane Hedge

M

ichael Finch was born in 1781 and, throughout his
life, the family’s fortunes, in common with many
of the increasingly cramped and impoverished
urban poor, were on a downward slide. Thanks to
his mother paying for his apprenticeship, Michael made his
living as a baker in nearby Turk Street. Around the time of
Michael’s birth, Kirby House was leased to Matthew Wright
for an insane asylum. All the world was changing but the
Finches still lived in their cottage in Ann’s Place.
In 1802, when he was 20, Michael married Jane Hedge. The
22-year-old local woman was born in 1780 and baptized, at
ten years of age, in St Leonard Shoreditch, on 14 October 1790.
Although a child of the overcrowded squalid alleys and
laneways of Bethnal Green, she could write. She signed her
name in a shaky script on the wedding register.
The couple posted their bans at Spitalfields Christchurch with
St Mary and St Stephen for the three Sundays of April 1802, as
required, and then married there that same month when the
groom was 21. Neither a Finch nor a Hedge witnessed the
signatures, possibly a hint that the family resented Michael’s
occupation of the family home. He was not the eldest, after all.
They had seven children: Michael, born in 1863, Mary Jane
(1804), Susannah (1806), Ann (1808), Alexander (1811) and
Emma, who was born in 1815 but lived just eighteen months.

Throughout their lives Michael and Jane watched as the sons
and daughters of their close family went off to court to be
charged and frequently found guilty of crimes punishable with
long sentences, such as larceny and stealing while a servant.
Michael and Jane seem to have kept their brood out of the worst
of this trouble. They secured an apprenticeship for Michael,
their eldest, in the family business as a baker. Their children
also continued the long family tradition of literacy.
They raised their six children in the cottage, all formally
registered and baptized in the local Anglican parish churches
but only one gained an apprenticeship. The rest slid down the
social ladder into unskilled occupations.
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In 1837, aged 56, Michael died and was buried at Bishopsgate.
Their eldest son Michael did not move into the cottage with his
mother. The Census of 1841 found him close by with his wife
Rebecca Dent and the first six of their nine children. Michael
was living in the cottage when he died in 1852 but, at the time
of Michael senior’s death in 1837, it was Alexander and his wife
Caroline who were sharing the family home with Michael and
Jane.
Jane’s health began to falter. She probably developed
Alzheimer’s disease and, despite the terrible reputation of the
Workhouses, that’s where she was, possibly in the hospital
infirmary, in the 1841 Census.
Sixty-one year old Jane Hedge Finch was an inmate in the
Workhouse St John Wapping, Middlesex, England. They said
she’d made her living in charring, which meant general
household duties, typically paid on a casual basis, but they
might have obliged the family in saying that, because, it theory,
it meant she could stay and receive better medical care than
they could deliver at home. Nevertheless, when she died there
the next year, it was a gangrenous ulcer that killed her which
means the dressings were not changed and the care was simply
not good enough to stop her leg rotting . It was a painful lonely
death.
The Wapping Workhouse was singled out as the worst of the
worst by social commentators, especially by Charles Dickens,
who walked the same streets as the Finches, but the alternatives
for the elderly and sick could be worse.
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Alexander Finch and Caroline Harvey

charring and they outlived their husbands. Caroline outlived
Alexander by more than three decades.
She was born Caroline Jane Harvey and baptized on 20 April
1817 in the Parish of St Pancras in Camden in London. Her
parents were John and Elizabeth Harvey. She was seventeen
when she and Alexander posted their marriage bans at the
church of Hackney St John on 29
June 1834. The groom was
twenty-three. They settled into
a typical life for young married
couples who had nothing to sell
but their labour. Caroline began
producing children while
Alexander set off to work in a
carpet factory within walking
distance of the cottage in Ann’s
Place. He was a carpet planner,
setting up the machine to
produce a design for weaving
into the ornate Victorian carpets
pouring out of the factories in
Bethnal Green. Tom, born during the year of Queen Victoria’s
accession to the throne, was their second child and eldest son.
His sister Caroline Elizabeth was two years older. Two years
later, number three, James William Finch joined the family.
Number four George Edward (1843 – 1884); number five

W

e are back now to Tom’s parents. Alexander died
young and Caroline was driven, by poverty, to
leave the family cottage in Ann’s Place. Alexander
Finch was born 27 March 1811 in the family cottage at 22 Ann’s
Place and was baptized on 12
May 1811 at the church of St
Matthew, Bethnal Green,
Middlesex, England.
This is the first generation who
constantly farewelled children
they knew they would never see
again, as they set out to the
colonies hoping that emigration
to the other side of the planet
would bring opportunities that
the poverty of their ancestral
home now denied them.
At least they could read and
write so they could keep in
contact by the post that arrived by the bagful on the convict and
migrant ships.
The Finch wives produced large families, sometimes helped run
businesses or went out to earn money through piecemeal
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Susannah Elizabeth Finch (1845) and number six, John Finch
(1848 – 1874) soon piled into the cottage in Ann’s Place.
When the 1841 census collector visited, there they were with the
first four of their nine children: Caroline, aged 6, Alexander,
aged 4, James, then a 2-year-old and the baby William (known
as Michael) who was 9 months old.
Next door Jon and Elizabeth Golding were running a bone
brush making business and their two apprentices aged fifteen
and ten were Master Francis Coghlan and Elizabeth Awberry,
both listed residents of the house.
In October 1845 the new baby was Susannah Elizabeth but in
December the family was devastated by the death of 10 year old
Caroline Elizabeth. John was born in September 1848. Now, the
little cottage in Ann’s Place was one of 60 houses crammed into
the lane, in the middle of the most infamous slum in the world.
By the 1840s, Bethnal Green and the tangle of despair around
Ann’s Place, was drawing international condemnation as an
example of the worst excesses of horror that the industrializing
world of Victorian England had ever visited upon its citizens.
Jack the Ripper brought terror to the blind alleys of
neighbouring White Chapel and Charles Dickens probably
walked past the toddling Finches as he soaked up the squalor
for settings for his novels.
In 1851 Caroline produced a baby girl whose name was a
tribute to her still-missed sister. Caroline Jane would always be
known as Carrie.
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The 1851 Census recorded that 14-year-old Tom was no longer
Ann Finch was born.
living with his family. At 178 Ratcliffe Highway, in the Parish
In 1856 Caroline applied to the local Board of Guardians for
of St George in the East, he and 15-year-old Edward Bayman,
Poor Aid. These authorities kept close tabs on who had a right
both apprentice pawnbrokers, were tenants in the household of
to claim the parish as a legal place to settle and people could be
William Sankey, his sister Sarah and brother John, a grocer. In
“removed” to their last legal parish of settlement. That’s what
the household of eight, there were also two servants. The rest of
happened to Caroline. Hope Street, where they rented, was not
the Finch family were still in Ann’s Place. By 1851, 582 people
in the same parish as Ann’s Place where the Finches had
lived in the lane and extra streets had been carved into
enjoyed leasehold title for generations and her
the landscape. Over 100 houses had been crammed
application for poor aid was rejected. She and
Charles Dickens
into the new Emma Street, Marian Street and Square,
the children were ‘removed’ from their home.
walked
past
the
Ada Place and Wharf Road. The gasholders of the
The 1861 census found the Finch family living
toddling
Finches
Imperial Gas Co. was built over the pond in the centre
in Marian Square, Bethnal Green. Caroline was
looking for settings
of the estate that had once been the natural spring of
head of the household with four adult children
for his novels.
St. Winifred’s Well but had long since become a
at home, earning a living and contributing to
stinking cesspool of animal waste. That year
the household income. 20-year-old William was
Alexander was 40, Caroline was 36, James was 12, William 10,
employed as a twine maker; 18-year-old George, a shoemaker,
George 8, Susannah was 6, John was 3 and little Caroline has
16-year-old Sussan, a brush weaver and little Carrie, who was
not yet been born.
nine years old. They had taken in a 17-year-old border from
Alexander was struck down by the illness that killed him and
nearby Hackney Road. William Haynes listed his occupation as
was unable to work. They sold the lease to Ann’s Place for £30
iron maker. Mary Ann had not lived to see her fifth birthday.
and the family moved to Hope Street, less than a mile away
Caroline’s boys stepped out into trades, not apprenticeships,
(north of Green Street, now Roman Road). Alexander died and
and all of them wrote with a flowing cursive script. Tom and
was buried on 22 May 1853 at Saint Mary’s Anglican chapel in
his sisters were all literate and his beautiful script raises a world
Haggerston (beside Bethnal Green). Two months later, Mary
of questions about the quite pride that burned in this family.
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Poverty in Bethnal Green

Commissioner, commented on
the feeble physical condition of
the Spitalfields weavers, most of
whom lived in Bethnal Green.
A survey of the weaving districts
in 1838 was published in 1840.
The author remarked that
nowhere else in London were
there so many houses rented at
such low prices. Most houses
built since 1800 were two
storeyed with no foundations,
small and damp, of the cheapest
timber and half-burnt bricks with
badly pitched roofs, 'erected by
speculative builders of the most
scampy class'. Unmade roads
turned to mud or dust by
builders' carts, lack of sewerage,
and overcrowding, together with
the unhealthy effects of the
weaving industry, produced a
stunted and sickly population.
The most detailed report on
Bethnal Green was published in

T

he literacy of generations of
Finches set them apart from
many of their neighbours. In
1840, two-thirds of all grooms and
half of all brides in England and
Wales were able sign their names as
they registered their marriage. That’s
what counted as literacy at the time.
Tom and his siblings owed their
education to their parents’ hopes for
their future and also to Nathaniel
Wood. In 1841, the high church
Anglican who was to become an
influential educationalist in the later
part of the nineteenth century, was
appointed as the curate of the newly
created St. Bartholomew's in Bethnal
Green and there, he established a
parochial school.
By 1837, the year of Tom’s birth,
London's East End and Bethnal
Green in particular, had caught the
national attention for its squalor and
poverty. In 1837 James Phillips Kay,
the assistant Poor Law
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1848 by Dr. Hector Gavin, health inspector and lecturer at
Charing Cross hospital. For his survey, he divided Bethnal
Green into Districts, with Bethnal Green being District Five “by
far the most respectable of the five” except for Ann’s Place,
where sixty houses were now crowded.
They had an unpaved footpath and the houses were able to be
connected to the city sewerage system, although it cost so much
to connect that they clearly had not taken up the offer. The
residents of Ann’s place enjoyed no street drainage, the street
was very dirty and the gutters were full of rubbish. There had
been deaths and illnesses recorded from fever and water-borne
disease during the year. Of the dead end alley where
Alexander and Caroline were raising their seven children, he
wrote:

Novia Scotia Gardens with an
unstable mountain of industrial
tailings waste in the foreground
and St Leonard’s Shoreditch
church in the background.

ANN'S-PLACE, 1.-Leading from it to the space near the canal,
is an open field, where there are several open foul drains and
ditches. … a nightman has formed reservoirs for every
conceivable kind of filth. One covers a triangular space of
ground, the sides of which respectively measure 177, 126, and
114 feet the dung, refuse, filth, are piled up to a considerable
height, except where the contents of the cesspools are thrown.
By the side of this triangle, leading from Anne's-place there is
a ditch, filled with most offensive and putrid matters,
precisely the same as in Lamb's-fields; it is about 390 feet long,
and varies from three to sixteen feet in width.
At a right angle there branches from it a smaller, but equally
filthy ditch, about 300 yards long. Where these filthy ditches
meet they form a broad moat round a hillock of refuse, the
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The Industrial Revolution, beginning in the
mid-eighteen century, changed everything.
Factories, a new word in the English language,
created an insatiable need for unskilled
laborers. London began to spread like a scab
over the fields that had once fed it.

matter of which, sliding into the moat, affords a constant
supply of material to keep up offensive and destructive
decomposition. In taking notice of this frightful and
pestilential nuisance, I have not taken into consideration two
or three mountainous heaps of ashes, cinders, &c., which are
not positively offensive and noxious ; the odour given off
from this place is beyond conception disgusting-it spreads to
a great distance, and is complained of by all as an intolerable
nuisance. The neighbourhood complains greatly of the
constant transit of wagons of filth.

People crowded into spaces at the edge of the
city and, since most of the movement was
coming from the east, the worst affected
regions were the small hamlets of Bethnal
Green and other hamlets on the Eastern edge of
London.

Charles Dickens made Bethnal Green the home of Nancy in
Oliver Twist (1838) and nearby Nova Scotia Gardens (illustrated
on previous page) was probably the rubbish heap described in
Our Mutual Friend (1864-5).
Caroline Jane Harvey was born into a world where the colonies
loomed, first as a place of transportation and then as the place
where new opportunities might be sought when none seemed
on offer at home. Her children’s world was in a downward
spiral of poverty and they became a generation on the move.
Three of Caroline’s sons and her grand-daughter went to
Australia. The youngest, William stayed in England all his life,
but his only son Albert moved to Canada. Susanna and John
stayed home, as did Carrie. In 1874, Caroline then 57 years old,
and Mary, her 14-year-old grand-daughter (James’s daughter),
moved in with Carrie and her carpenter husband James Abbott,
in Silverster Road, Mark Houses Common, Walthamstow.
Mary was soon on her way to join her father in Australia.
Caroline died there in 1886.
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In 1743 the Parish of Bethnal Green was
created.
By 1841 Bethnal Green was the second
poorest London parish. There were 60
houses in Ann’s Place with 440 people
living in them.
In 1851, 582 people lived in Ann’s Place.
In 1871, Bethnal Green was the poorest
suburb in London.
In 1901 Bethnal Green’s population
peaked with 170 people to an acre.

The Charm of Finches

The houses in Ann’s Place probably resembled these Bethnal Green dwellings, photographed in the mid-nineteenth century. Ann’s Place was accessed, on one end, by
an archway. The other end led directly to the creek which became a canal. Both these photographs show a much cleaner landscape than the rubbish-strewn
cobblestones and overflowing gutters described by Dr Gavin in 1848.
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Hertfordshire Finches
On 26 July 1681 Thomas Finch took night walk with his greyhound three
miles down a dark country lane …
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Thomas Finch
1600 - Middlesex &
Ann Tanders 1600 - Middlesex
Thomas Finch
1628 - 1681 Middlesex &

Elizabeth Gray
1631 - Middlesex

Sarah
Finch

Dorothy
Finch

Anthony
Finch

1653 –

1652 – 1683

Thomas Finch
1655-1735
Whitechapel, Middlesex
&

Ann Summers
1656-1726
Whitechapel, Middlesex

John
Finch
1707 - 1766

Elizabeth
Finch

Richard Finch
1692-1771
Great Hadhan Hertfordshire

b. 1687

Ann Finch

Mary Finch

b. 1684

b. 1682

&

Sarah Rebecca Coleman
1689-1780
Buckland, Hertfordshire

William Finch
1713
Bishops Stortford,
Hertfordshire

Sarah
Finch

Henry
Finch

Mary
Finch

Susan
Finch

b. 1718

1722

1724

1727

James Finch
1729-1770

&

Mary Ansell
1713
(see p.43)
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Elizabeth
Finch
b. 1740

Joanna Finch
b. 1742

Sarah
Finch
b. 1680

Thomas
Finch b.1678
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Hertfordshire

places where they could gather wood, bracken and furze for
winter fuel. By the mid 1600s, common herds and flocks had
largely disappeared and individuals now had to forage for
pasture on small remnants of commons. There was widespread
acknowledgement that the meager pickings that could be
obtained from the countryside by legal means were insufficient
to sustain life. From 1671 to 1723 a dozen new acts were
passed, increasing penalties, widening
the scope of offences, prohibiting the
sale of game and giving powers of
arrest to game keepers.
Scarcity creates two responses:
desperation or anger. The old and
infirm sometimes resorted to begging.
A few youths turned to crime, breaking
hedges, damaging gates and stealing
sheep. Poaching became common. By
far the largest number of indictments
for theft were of one or two hens,
ducks, rabbits, pigeons, a turkey, two
sheafs of wheat, small quantities of potatoes, a piece of bacon
and other items, mostly stolen from neighbours or small
farmers. In 1783, quarter sessions were alarmed by a great rise
in the number of larcenies and, in 1792, constables were
instructed to use greater energy in enforcing the law. By then
poaching attracted the death penalty, a sentence which could be
commuted to seven years transportation to Botany Bay.

T

he story of the Finches of Hertfordshire in 1655 is set in
three small villages: Much Hadham, Great Hadham and
Bishop’s Stortford in the county of Hertfordshire.
Hertfordshire’s history has been governed by its proximity to
London. It doesn’t have good soil but, from the twelfth century,
markets were established in the county
to supply London with butter, cheese,
meat, hides and leather. This led to the
establishment of Inns and services for
travelers from London and that meant
that better roads and lanes were built.
In the sixteenth-century a number of
wealthy grantees of the Tudor
monarchs gained the right to enclose
land for private enjoyment. Outer
palings, enclosing herds of deer and
keeping out commoners, began to be a
common sight. All classes agreed that the closure of roads and
paths across parks was an infringement of ancient rights of
way. The social problems caused by the fashion for country
houses grew worse throughout the seventeenth century. From
the sixteenth century wealthy Londoners turned up in
Hertfordshire, shopping for country estates, creating more
difficulties for the poorer residents who were left with fewer
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Thomas Finch and Ann Summers

Great Hadham, barber, with others broke into the park of
Walter, Lord Aston of Standon and with greyhounds killed a
buck”. Since Norman times, it was a serious crime to hunt with
a dog and the fact that it was one of the precious deer he
poached made him doubly liable to receive a lengthy goal
sentence. But Thomas Finch was not even sentenced to a short
visit in prison. He must have been found not guilty.
This is not a story of hungry men trapping rabbits for dinner–
they were highly organized to poach
venison for the London market.
Thomas was not simply a local lad
with a burning anger at injustice. He
had more substances than that.
He was a married man, a voter
(which means he had property), and
his greyhounds were not
inexpensive. So who was he?
He was a city boy, born not in rural
Hertfordshire but in Whitechapel in
London, on 11 October 1655. His baptism was registered a year
later in the old Anglican chapel of St Mary in Whitechapel. His
siblings Sarah, Anthony and Dorothy were all older than him.
Most likely, when the 20-years-old barber married Ann
Summers on a spring day on 1 May 1671, he had already
relocated to Much Hadham, but his family, including his
parents Thomas and Elizabeth, stayed in London. He was born
thirty five years after the Pilgrim Fathers sailed for America and

O

n 26 July 1681 Thomas Finch, a 26-year-old barber living
in the village of Great Hadham, took a night walk with
his greyhound three miles along the dark country lane
to the parklands which surrounded the old manor house of the
Astons. The conveyance enjoyed by the Astons included the
park, the free fishery, the several fishery. Walter, third Lord
Aston, was not at home. As a
Catholic in Protestant England,
Walter had been indicted for high
treason in 1680 and was a prisoner
in the Tower until 1685.
Thomas Finch and his accomplice
were apprehended by the Aston’s
game-keeper, a position which had
been recently entrusted with powers
of arrest. A warrant was issued ‘for
the arrest of Thomas Finch and William Cristy: "Walter, Lord
Aston, hath lost out of his parke in the parish of Standon, two
deere belonging to the said parke and that the persons that took
and carried away the said deere are one Thomas Finch of your
parish, barber, and William Christy, servant to one Mr Stracey,
of the same parish."
On 3 October 1681 Thomas appeared before the Hertford
Quarter Session Court , the charge being: “Thomas Finch of
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about 120 years after Henry VIII began confiscating and selling
the land on which Catholic monasteries stood. Henry rescinded
the right of occupation over more than one third of England
and sparked the biggest real estate sale of human history. He
began selling Catholic land to the rising class of wealthy
merchants, with an inalienable title that was freehold. Nowhere
in the world had such title previously existed.
This had an impact on the Finches of Hertfordshire because
Thomas’s father (also Thomas) owned land – probably not
much, but he owned some and he was probably the first of the
family ever to do so. As well, Thomas and Ann owned a
messuage tenement, (which is a dwelling house with
outbuildings and land assigned to its use). One of their
daughters married a Traherne, another family in Much
Hadham and they, too, owned at least one messuage tenement.
So in this lively village, in a century of massive social upheaval
caused, on the one hand by disputes between ruling Protestant
and Catholic elites, and on the other by the land grab driven by
newly wealthy merchants looking for country estates, the
Finches were living a reasonably happy comfortable existence
and raising healthy long-lived children.
The men of this family were skilled artisans: whipmakers,
poulterers (dealing in chickens), bakers, grocers and labourers.
From Thomas’s will, dated 1735, we know he was about 80
years old when he died in Much Hadham and that his and
Ann’s family included: Thomas , born 1678 but deceased by the
time his father died, Sarah (born 1680), Mary (born 1682), Ann

(born 1684), Elizabeth (born 1687),
Richard (my direct ancestor, born
1692, but not a beneficiary of his
father’s will) and John. Ann did not
marry. John left a will too, which
helps put together the family tree.
John said he was Richard’s brother
(but left him nothing). He was
married but had no living children
when he died in January 1766.
After the incident of the dog in the
night, Thomas returned home to
Ann and they lived long lives in
Much Hadham. Their children
made decisions as adults to be
identified as Protestant.
Ann died in 1726, in her 70th year. In
their lives they’d witnessed the city
of London burning, the first
shipment of British convicts
transported to overseas penal
colonies and, undoubtedly, they had
paused for thought at the passing of
the 1723 Act which turned poaching
into a capital offence, attracting the
death penalty.
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The Great Fire of
London.
In September of
1766, a disastrous
fire swept through
the central parts of
London, from
Sunday, 2
September to
Wednesday, 5
September 1666
consuming 13,200
houses, 87 parish
churches, St. Paul's
Cathedral and most
of the buildings of
the City authorities.
It is estimated to
have destroyed the
homes of 70,000 of
the city's 80,000
inhabitants.
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Richard Finch and Sarah Rebecca Coleman

At first I thought they must have been converting from
Catholicism, along with everyone else who had property they
were unwilling to be parted from (and the Coleman’s had a lot
he alliance between Richard Finch, the second son of
of property).
Thomas and Ann, and Sarah Coleman greatly improved
In 1700 an Act was passed which prevented any Catholic from
the financial and social standing of the Finches. It also
inheriting or purchasing land without
helped position Richard as the elder statesman of
renouncing their religion under oath.
the family and explains why all the Finch wills
Catholics were prohibited from sending
identify the deceased in relation to Richard (as the
Between 1704 and 1711
their children abroad to a Catholic country
brother of Richard Finch, for example).
Richard and John Finch and to be educated and priests were
Richard was consistently mentioned but not a
imprisoned in large numbers for saying
many members of the
beneficiary of the wills of his brothers and uncles
Coleman family underwent a mass. A Catholic plot against the
and the most likely reason is that everyone could
number of adult baptisms in protestant king emerged from
see that he did not need the money after he
Hertfordshire (catching up the aristocratic
married Sarah on May 1, 1711.
Little Hadham
family the Astons, on whose land Thomas
The Colemans were a family of store owners and
was found poaching deer in 1681).
grocers with quite substantial land holdings. They
The Act of Settlement 1701, passed by
were also a family who welcomed their new
Parliament precluded any Catholic from
members warmly and two generation of Finches
being an heir to the throne of England in the country. So there
were financially assisted by Coleman bequeaths.
were valid reasons for Catholics to convert.
Between 1704 and 1711 Richard Finch and many members of
The Colemans, however, had been protestant for generations.
the Coleman family underwent a number of adult baptisms in
Sarah’s great grandfather, a successful draper was baptized in
Little Hadham. Richard was christened two years before his
an Anglican church, St Andrew The Less. Her grandfather
marriage to Sarah, when he was 20. Sarah’s sister was baptized
Jonas Coleman, a shopkeeper in Much Hadham, married Sarah
as a 20 year old in April 1710. Sarah followed suit, just after her
in that town in 1660. When she died, in 1746, she was buried in
wedding, aged 22. John Coleman, her brother, was fifteen when
February, in an Anglican church in the parish of St John
he was baptised in April, 1704.
Zachary in London. When her father Jonas Coleman married

T
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Hannah Thompson in September 1686, the ceremony was
conducted in St Edward's, in Cambridge, Cambridgeshire.
This church is not just Anglican, it was the very church which
sparked the English Reformation in the sixteenth century,
setting off the events which established the Church of England.
So the Colemans clearly identified themselves as Anglicans.
Richard and Sarah lived in Great Hadham.
Over the years they were beneficiaries of
various mentions in wills of the Coleman
family. Her brother Samuel, who initially
trained as a whip maker, died in
September 1747 when Sarah was 58 and
left her the modest sum of ten guineas.
Ten guineas, (or £10. 10s) probably
translates to $25,000 today, and £15 to
£20 per year was a low annual wage at
the time.
Samuel left his brother Christopher, a
shopkeeper of Great Hadham much
more: “all my land and tenements
situate in the parish of Gt Hadham in
occupation of Simon CLARK Richard
BISROT and James HAMPTON Four fields
Broadfield in parish of Gt Hadhamall my land
and tenements situated in the parish of Gt Hadham”.
Richard and Sarah had a family composed of at least three boys
and five girls and their uncles looked after some of them in

their wills. When the London builder, John Coleman died in
1769, he was 80 years old and had returned to Much Hadham,
Hertfordshire to live out his final years. His will left a bequest
for : ‘my nephew James Finch of Gt Hadham, labourer and my
niece Elizabeth, wife of Thomas Parker of Gt Hadham,
labourer. … and my niece Mary, wife of James Gladwyn, victualler."
Joanna, the youngest child of Richard and
Sarah, was only six years old in 1747 when
Samuel Coleman died leaving her a small
bequest: “Joanna daughter of Richard
Finch five guineas”. Their eldest son
William, born in 1713, was my direct
ancestor. He was the pioneer who moved
to London, leaving behind the rural ways
of his ancestors and taking up a life, on
the edge of the huge city, where he
became a baker in Bethnal Green.
William Finch married Mary Ansell in
the Anglican chapel of St George in the
East in Middlesex in 1739 but, after just
six years of marriage, he died in 1743
aged 30 and missed out on a mention in
any of the Coleman wills. Their children
were overlooked as well, so perhaps this too, is a
story of a Finch son who became estranged from his family.
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S

ome within the charm were substantial members of their
whip-maker seems an incredible co-incidence when the only
villages, but not many it must be said. Most members of
detail I had of my grandfather’s father Horatio (Horace) was
these eight generations before my grandfather simply
that he made his living as a whip-maker in N.S.W. Horace was
gathered resources to weather a long violent storm of
born in 1870 and presumably no thread connected the two of
industrialization.
them, but who knows? Perhaps, along with
They endured hundreds of years of rudderless
the unmistakably similar Finch eyes, came a
change, buffeted by greed and human cruelty
skilled trade, passed on, uncle to nephew,
which produced chaos that would not settle until
hopping down the line to Horace in another
rural society and the agricultural economy on
country.
which it rested, was torn apart. For the charm of
When the conditions left no All the Alexander Thomas Finches, the
Finches, industrialisation delivered misery to the
William and Mary Finches, the Sarahs, Anns
choice, they took flight, not
elderly (like my great-great-great-greatand Elizabeths, the Charlies and Henries as
in chains but as selfgrandmother Jane Hedge), death to countless
well as Sarah Trusson’s family replete with
determining
beings,
and
infants and greatly shortened life spans.
beautiful Hebrew names, don’t seem like
settled in NSW, returning to strangers at all. Neither, oddly, do the
The London spread eastwards, wrapping them
with crusty slums and a choking sky over the
distant relatives who have made contact, and
an agricultural lifestyle
lane that was Ann’s Place. But the Finches held
shared research and photographs, through
based on cattle and sheep.
together, relying on strong family ties and an
the spreading family trees on ancestry.com.
unbroken chain of literacy and self-reliance.
It’s an odd experience to look at photographs
When the conditions of the 1840s left no choice,
of people you’ve never before heard of, and
my ancestors reluctantly took flight, travelling
see your own eyes looking back at you…odd,
with free choice and courage, not in chains but as
but oddly reassuring too, and in most cases,
self-determining beings. They settled in New
it’s been a pleasure spending time with the
South Wales, primarily returning to an
Finches.
agricultural lifestyle based on cattle and sheep.
That the first Finch in this story, Thomas Finch, the poacher of
Lynette Finch. Brisbane Queensland Australia. 2013.
Hertfordshire, a man born in 1655, was the son and father of a
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